CZP VQ35DE PCV Elimination Kit
Installation Guide



Thank you for your purchase of the CZP VQ35DE PCV Elimination Kit. Please make sure your kit came
with all of the necessary components listed below:
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Vibrant 1/2in ID Crankcase Filter
Vibrant 5/8in ID Crankcase Filter
Vibrant -8AN female to 1/2in Barb Fitting
VQ PCV to -8AN Male Fitting
16mm Silicone Vacuum Cap
12mm Silicone Vacuum Cap
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1. Remove the PCV hose that runs from the passenger valve cover to the intake plenum.

2. Using the smaller 12mm silicone cap, block off the open port on the plenum that the PCV hose was just
removed from. Secure with the stock clamp
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3. Remove the OEM PCV Valve using a 23mm deep well socket.

4. Install the VQ PCV to -8AN Male Fitting (22mm Socket) and the -8AN female to 1/2in Barb Fitting and
tighten them down snugly.
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5. Install the 1/2in Vibrant filter to the barbed fitting we just installed and tighten the clamp at the base.

6. Loosen the clamp on the throttle body coupler and slip off the intake so you have access to the back of the
drivers side valve cover.
7. Remove the intake side of the hose that is going from the rear of the driver side valve cover to the bottom
of the intake pipe.
8. Using the larger 16mm silicone cap, block off the open port on the bottom of the intake pipe that we just
removed the hose from. Secure with the stock clamp
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9. Install the 5/8 Vibrant filter directly to the open port on the back of the driver side valve cover and tighten
the clamp securing everything in place.

10. Reinstall your throttle body coupler and tighten all of the clamps.
11. Go and enjoy driving your car without worrying about sucking up and burning oil through the intake
system.
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